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FEMININITY AND FUTURISM. 
 

THEO fashion brand was founded in 2014. From the moment of its first appear-
ance with fall-winter 2015 collection at Mercedes-Benz Kiev Fashion Days and 

till now THEO reveals high productivity and receives warm responses from top 
fashion media such as: Vogue, Marie Claire, L’Officiel and fashion experts: Hilary 

Alexander, Тony Glenville, Karina Dobrotvorskaya, Sissi Johnson. 

Inspiration 
Freedom of self-expression and value of time in the speeding up digital world are 

main topics in fall-winter 2016 collection. 

Silhouettes
 Collection’s edgy silhouettes are masculine based cuts reshuffled with soft and 
feminine elements: pleats or ruches, smoothed angles of collars with built in 
straight scarves, elongated sleeves and flounces. Favorable bound of femininity 

and futurism. 

Fabrics 
Jacquard fabric with floral ornaments, light wool, wool with lacquer surface, 

tweed, silk and Egyptian cotton, satin cloak fabrics, viscose, denim.

Colors
The new season pallet is a mix of neutral grey, mat and shiny black, white, navy 
blue, deep brown with intense hues of mustard, purple, green and burgundy with 
a touch of skin tones - beige shades, aquarelle-light blue, zephyr-rose and apple 

green.

Details
Leather elements, embroidery with silver and golden threads, flounces, pleats.

Accessories 
Sunglasses of precious wood with golden leather details, brooches, golden rope 
belts, THEO signature visors this time made of golden leather, helmets with cher-

ubim wings, aviator helmets of eco reptile leather.

Shoes
Theo continues to present his shoes on runway, this time showing boots, shoes 

and sandals designed by him. 

Stylism and performance
Catwalk images, collection photo materials and inspirational look-book were 

made under the influence and art direction of Theo Dekan.
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